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Online advertised
vacancies decreased
93,800 to 4,722,300 in
September

 

- The September loss followed little

change in August
 - The majority of the loss was

concentrated in the West and Midwest

regions
 - The Professional category showed larger

losses with Services/Production showing a

mixture of gains and losses 
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The Surefire Strategy to
Guarantee You'll Be
Successful in the Future

By Srinivas Rao - The Muse
 

The summer before my last semester at Berkeley,

I had an interview with the founder of a startup.

He was relatively unknown, and told me that he

could only pay me $10 an hour, but that I would

learn a lot. I didn’t think it was enough, so I

turned the offer down for one that paid $25 an

hour. He went on to build multiple companies and

today he’s worth a substantial fortune.
 

Read More

Answering the question... “Can you tell me a little bit about

yourself?”Recommendation: Talk about your experiences and

background that relate to the job you are seeking. Starting with “I

was born on a farm in Iowa” is only interesting if you are seeking a

farm-related job, and even then it would be better to say “I worked

on my family’s farm from the time I could walk until I left for

college.” Keep it relevant and interesting. Don’t bring out the

family album. 
 

Depending on your age and length of career, you might want to

start with your college studies, or at least at the point where you

began in the direction that has brought you to this job you are

seeking. Simply mention the milestones so as not to bore, but to

draw the picture and illustrate your readiness for this job and close

out the question by bridging back to your interest and an excellent

fit as a candidate for the role.
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7 Ways You’re
Sabotaging Your Job
Search

By: Mikey Rox - Money Magazine
 

Don't make these mistakes.
 

You’re probably familiar with ways to

sabotage an interview, such as dressing

inappropriately, showing up late, and

https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-surefire-strategy-to-guarantee-youll-be-successful-in-the-future


giving poor responses to an interviewer’s

question. But sometimes, job seekers

sabotage themselves before getting their

foot in the door. If you’re applying for jobs

but not getting a call back, you could be

unknowingly sabotaging your job hunt

with these bad moves.
 

READ MORE

http://time.com/money/4515080/job-search-mistakes/
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